Detecting disparity in two-dimensional patterns.
One can measure the disparities between two retinal images in several different ways. Experiments were conducted to identify the measure that is invariant at the threshold for detecting the disparity of two-dimensional patterns. The patterns used were stereo plaids, which permit a partial dissociation between the disparity of the pattern and the disparities of its one-dimensional components. For plaids with near-horizontal disparities, thresholds are limited by a disparity phase shift equal to the threshold phase shift for single gratings. For non-horizontal disparities, thresholds are elevated, yet are still phase-limited. In no disparity direction are thresholds for detecting disparity determined by the spatial extent of the plaids' disparity. Effects of the number and the orientation of components with task-relevant disparities indicate that plaid thresholds are limited by the disparity of the plaid's one-dimensional components. No evidence was found that these components form any higher-order pattern that can be used in detecting disparity. Oblique and near-vertical disparities generate elevated thresholds at a stage beyond component disparity detection. This second stage combines component disparities, which are ambiguous about depth, into pattern disparities capable of supporting veridical depth perception.